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- Pedagogical motivation
  - Concept maps used in course design training centres
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- Presented as a course navigation tool
  - Students see a graphical layout of their course
  - Students see explicit relationships of key concepts across lectures
  - Students navigate to interested topic while knowing relative paths
A Course Prototype

Diagram showing the relationship between access, digital divide, economic opportunity, issues for developing countries, skills, digital participation, crap detection, info management, levels of participation, and info credibility.
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A Course Prototype (cont.)
Alternative View: Learning Outcomes

- Some students are more driven by real world connections
- Proposal: Parallel interface of connected learning outcomes
- Navigation by learning outcomes
- Learning outcomes tied to professional roles
- Improves real world connections
  - Awareness of roles outside of programming
- Supports individualized goal setting
Support for Self-Regulated Learning

• Non-linear navigation
• Individualized learning paths
• Better understanding of course structure
• Goal setting with respect to learning outcomes and professional roles
• Student-driven progress monitoring
Summary and Future Work

• Flexible course tool showing explicit relationships and key concepts
• Novel, alternate view by learning outcomes
• Next steps:
  • Interface for navigation by learning outcomes
  • Prototype web platform, “plug-in” course specifics, testing
  • Adding social and intelligent features
• Challenge:
  • How to encourage instructors to create concept maps?
Thank You

• Feedback?
• Email: bowen.hui@ubc.ca